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About This Content

This soundtrack to the sleeper-hit video game BIT.TRIP CORE features thumpin' chiptune-inspired tracks that will get your
heart pounding as CommanderVideo learns what it means to have a CORE.

Bookended by amazing chiptune artist and guest star Bubblyfish, the BIT.TRIP CORE soundscape continues
CommanderVideo's aural soul quest as he transitions into the land of the tactile.

Get in the zone and ride the vibe as you continue your own BIT.TRIP with this audio companion.

TRACK LIST

Translucent (feat. Bubblyfish)

Discovery

Exploration

Control

Ah! (feat. Bubblyfish)

Trepidation
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Nurture

Determination

Accomplishment

Realization
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9.3hours on record... all spent Dling maps... never played. Great platform game, if you like Sega master system's Ninja Gaiden
you will love this game, its fast, its hard and the retro feeling is superb, the chiptunes are great too and add to the retro feel.
Only con i can find its that it could have more bosses variety.. I've only played an hour or so in this game, and I don't play other
"realistic" war games like COD or MOH, but this game is pretty damn good. Only gripe I have is that you HAVE to sit through
that boring♥♥♥♥♥intro before you can unlock the first mission. PITA. But you get drones to control, vehicles are pretty good
(unreal engine always is), and the graphics and overall level design are sweet. The level flow is well planned out and the
locations are mostly believable. If you like FPS games, this is worth a Jackson fo sho.. Nice Game!

pros
*Accurate shooting
*Nice Weapons

cons
*i would like to see more detailed city and zombies coming out from doors
*teleport or slow moving like in vr zgame

Averall will be nice game if developers will listen. When I first saw the game, I thought it would be so cool to have a game
where you controlled zombies instead of fought them. Then I bought it and saw the devs haven't updated it in months and that
there are 3 missions. I am crying now because It was such a big let-down. just explore (isyana sarasvati album). So far I played
about an hour and its really damn good for an early access 10 dollar game.

Voice actings good, graphics are good, combat is okay aside from me having to spam the the ole double barrel and so far I'm
having a good time.. I'm honestly really enjoying this game, there always seems to be a lot of people you just cannot please and
are negative but this game is honestly really addictive and fun. it's a steep learning curve but well worth it, take all the negative
people with a pinch of salt. I highly recommend.
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This game, as all the other hacker evolution games, has such a slim margin of error that even getting through the tutorial in one
piece will test your threshold for handling frustration.

The hacker evolution games have a strong foundational concept, and solid UI, but the game suffers from arbitrary limitations
(like the amount of times that you can use any computer as a hop point.)

Typically, I like to give games the benefit of the doubt. Try it out if it's on sale, I usually say, but there's no point in putting
down any amount of money for such a frustrating game such as any installment of the hacker evolution series.. Wow! What a
fooking game. If you are a fan of roguelikes then you will most likely love this game. The art style is great and is also pretty
customizable from the options the dev included in the game. Great music and sound which is pretty rare in the roguelike genre.
You can even play with a controller for the most part, but yeah I've really just started to play but I'm already in love and if you're
into this sort of game you'll probably love it too. :)

I'll try and type up a "real" review once I play more.. Really cool. Smaller map that requires a more focused approach.. Played
through to full completion from disk then repurchased on here to keep all my games in one place
Took a few tweaks to get this to play on Windows 10 at 1920 x 1080, but got there in the end

This game is ludicrously difficult, from learning to draw shapes on your tablet to attempting to align all the planets in a Galaxy
Music is excellent, storyline could use some detail but it kept me hooked until the end

Did cheat to reach the end (I'm not smart enough for this level of puzzle game!)
Movement controls are vastly improved from earlier games, although click-to-move remains available as an option

8/10 - As difficult as you'd expect from the Myst series. The concept behind this game is simple. The title says it all. There is a
bad guy who you have to kill by any means possible. This game has a simple to use mechanic which makes it entertaining and
fun. I put 102 minutes into it which is probably about the extent of what I see myself getting out of it. It is a good mildly
entertaining game. I don't see it being replayable. It can get a bit bland. The creative concept behind it is good and cool.
Everything is kept simple. You don't have to put a lot of thought into it and it is great for a laugh every so often.

Graphically I think the game could use some textures. The models are black and white with red blood effects. and basic colors
on some main items and explosions. Aside from that everything is white for the most part with little to no textures. I know this
is the style of the game and it is how the developer intented to design it, but I think it would look a lot more lively if they took
the time to actually texture it better.

The game was good for an hour and fourty minutes of mindless entertainment I will give it that.

Rating: 8\/10. Its a nice game, worth a dollar!. I enjoyed this game. The storyline was pretty weak but it was good to find a game
I where I could have my own avatar and work my way up in this gothic vampire setting. I wish there were more games like it..
This game is nowhere near the level of some of your top tier racing games; Mario Kart. Twisted Metal, Need for Speed, etc.
However it is not a bad game and if racing games are your style then I would recommend it... On sale.
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